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Clotilde Jiménez: Apple of My Eye, on view at
the Jacob Lawrence Gallery from November 29 to
December 29, 2018 featured recent collages and
charcoal drawings by Jiménez that use fruit, a traditional symbol alluding to sexuality in Western art
history, to explore the constraints of sexual identity.
Using everyday and texturally rich materials such as
wallpaper, images cut from magazines, and plastic
bags, the collages bring pointed humor and formal
rigor to the representation of the Black, queer, masculine body. The following interview was conducted
between Clotilde Jiménez and Emily Zimmerman
on December 20, 2018.
emily zimmerman: In the new series of collages
in Apple of My Eye, fruit is featured as a metaphor
to deal with the limitation of Western sexual identity. I was wondering if you could talk about how the
new series came about? Do you often work in series
or is this a new way of working for you?
clotilde jiménez: I don’t think I work in series
a lot or at all. It’s kind of new. I work and when I
see a natural shift in what I’m doing or thinking or
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writing about, then I would consider it as a kind of
chapter. And that happened maybe in my last year
in grad school.
ez: That’s interesting.
cj: Yeah, it just kind of happens. As I mature
and go through life, so does the work. I don’t know
when it’ll be done.
Fruit has always been a part of my life as an
actual object and then as a metaphor. But it’s been
something that I’ve had hidden inside me. Growing
up I knew I was different. I didn’t have the vocabulary to say I was more effeminate or queer or whatever. But oftentimes to hurt people, people will call
you names such as fruity. And so I have a history
with that kind of language.
Some people hate fruit. I eat it every day. And
it just kind of entered the work that way. It’s very
simple—I was trying to become more healthy in my
lifestyle and eat healthier and maybe get out in the
sun more. And as I’m eating this fruit for breakfast
every day, while walking down the street ... I’m also
a black man. I’m conscious of when I’m eating a
banana, I’m self-aware that I don’t know of if someone is associating this with some kind of monkey
behavior because of the way someone might look
at me. Then I’m also queer, so I’m thinking, I don’t
really care how I’m eating the banana but I can tell
that some people are ... If I put the whole thing in my
mouth, not the whole thing, but if I eat it as it is versus when I break it up, I’m self-conscious about it. So
there are many lenses that I’m looking at it through.
ez: The entire history that the symbol of fruit
carries with it.
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cj: Yeah, or even going to the market and saying,
how much is this watermelon? I’m not embarrassed
but I’m aware. And I had never really thought
about it until I got older. So I started making work
about this, because that’s what I was thinking
about. It’s important too.
ez: And there’s a history of also, not only of fruit
as a symbol for identity but also using it in art as
a stand in to talk about sexual identity, say during
repressive Victorian era politics. It’s a really powerful set of symbols. How did you come to work
in collage?
cj: It just came out of necessity really. To be honest, I never studied collage, never looked at collage.
I never really liked other people’s collage work
except for, I don’t know, Romare Bearden. It’s a lot
of this kind of analog stuff that it just wasn’t kind
of pushing the limit. It wasn’t doing much with it,
and I just didn’t really like it. So I stayed away. But
when I graduated undergrad, I had no money. I
had some resources at the university, but I really
didn’t know what to do. I studied printmaking.
And I realized I was heavily bound by materials in
a studio, copper plates, acid, lithography presses,
stuff I didn’t ... you can’t just take with you.
I had these materials: I had paper, I had magazines. And one day, I was using everything. I ran
out of red paint and I just went in the magazine and
I tore it out and I stuck it on. And it started to work
with what I was already thinking about in my work.
But it really came out of necessity, and I started building upon it. I never had any preconceived
notion of what it could or could not be. And so I
kind of approached it in my own way, just cutting
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up clothes or sandpaper or wallpaper or magazines,
all of it.
I think I come from more of a drawing background. All of it has kind of entered the work, even
the printmaking. I might have mentioned to you,
I am constantly looking at Japanese woodblock
prints for inspiration. I’m looking at German expressionists’ lithography, because these are the
names, these are the things that I know.
ez: The materials selected for your collages are
so tactilely sumptuous—cloth, sandpaper, foil. I’m
curious about how you choose your materials. Are
you choosing for elements that invite a tactile gaze?

any of this a year ago. I’m constantly kind of evolving, experimenting.
ez: I’m so happy that you mentioned the drawing, because that was another thing I was wondering about. Looking at the collages, it looks like
every piece has a combination of drawing, painting,
and collage elements. I was wondering if you started with a particular technique or is the process new
for every piece?

ez: That’s great.

cj: I’ll always draw first. That’s just the most natural thing to do for me. It always has been. I think
some people are not comfortable with drawing.
Where I studied at the Slade, painters, no one had
a sketchbook. And that’s fine, but for me, I was the
opposite, I was just drawing. And it was very fluid
and very loose.
On the other hand, I’m not comfortable with
painting, because I never studied it. But there’s
always this hierarchy in the art world and academia.
Anyone can draw. Anyone can put a pencil to paper.
But not everyone can paint, at least that’s what I’ve
experienced people say. When I paint, I find myself
painting very fast and in a way that’s kind of linear.
I feel like I’m drawing with a paintbrush. Someone
pointed that out to me in grad school and I said,
“Yeah, it’s because I’m just not comfortable with it.”
I just want get it over, like put some things down. I
don’t really enjoy that act of painting, I don’t.

cj: That’s why I started using sandpaper for hair,
because I’m thinking there’s a million ways you can
make hair, but I’m thinking about texture and how
it feels. I’m thinking about African textured hair,
something a little bit more rough. I wasn’t doing

ez: Efforts have been made in the last 20 years or
so to dismantle the hierarchy of art genres because
it has been one of the tools for supporting the patriarchy. That’s a really interesting dynamic within
your work.
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cj: These days, I am. I’ve only been working
with collage for a few years, but there has been a
kind of shift in my decision making. As of this past
year, I’m looking at texture. I’m very literal with my
work. Like I said before, there were no rules. There
were no limits. So if I need a bed sheet or a bed, I
think, well how can I show that? First, I’m going
to draw it. I might paint it just as a base layer. But
then I’m thinking, how can I build it? And I said,
“Well, maybe I can cut up a mattress.” Because
that’s what the figure’s on. So I’m looking to create
depth and bring in the real world, the materiality of
the real world into the piece.

cj: And I think it shows in the work. That’s
pretty much the process. I’m just thinking about
building, and building upon, in a sculptural way. If
you’re make a sculpture, or casting something, you
have to think about an armature or framework like a
piece of wood, you can build upon.
That’s kind of what I think about my 2d work
as well, drawing being like a skeletal thing and then
the paint being like muscles. That’s the way I paint.
I think about the body and then the collage is what
comes on top. And I’m thinking about perception.
I’m thinking about what I want people to see clearly. Maybe I want the chest area to be very clear and
defined. And then I want them to see the hair later,
but also they can see the texture. This kind of push
and pull thing that’s happening.

can’t control that. The piece speaks for itself once
it’s on the wall. I can’t really project anything into
it, unless I’m standing there talking about it. So it’s
just these little cues that you try to do such as the
shiny apple.
ez: Could we talk more about that piece La
Traición? It’s the only diptych in the exhibition
and it also occupies a really central place in the
exhibition.

cj: I think that may be the first time I’ve used
shiny material in general. But that speaks to what
I’m talking about. When I thought of the title Apple
of My Eye. I was thinking of that piece as well. The
apple is very important in the work. I could just
draw the apple. I could paint it, I could do anything. I’m thinking about the viewer, my intention,
what I intend the piece to do and how I want the
viewer to look at the work, but I also know that you

cj: La Traición means the betrayal. It is a kind of
recognition of how I used to think in the past. It’s
basically me looking at myself. It’s negotiating or
reckoning how I used to be and how I am now as
far as understanding and being content with who I
am. And I have one figure who has the white shirt
who has his fist in the air and looking at the other
figure. It’s the same figure. It’s the same body. It’s
just a mirrored reflection.
It’s important for me to have different skin
tones in it because I really want to show that there
is no one color of blackness, which is something
that I’m hyper aware of. Growing up, and sometimes even now, people say, “Oh, you’re not dark
enough.” It’s just a bunch of foolishness. Not
everyone. But, it’s important for me to show that.
That piece was just kind of looking into the mirror
and betraying oneself. I don’t do that now, but I
did do that for many years when I was younger.
And so the fruit, the shiny apple, is this symbol of
queerness.
And yet, there’s this a distraught look on the
white shirt figure. It’s not so angry, but it’s more
sad. It’s more uncomfortable. And I wanted to
show that even though it was a conscious betrayal.
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ez: I was noticing a few instances of reflective
materials in your work. Out of all the pieces in the
show, the apple in La Tración is the brightest element. Is that fair to say?
cj:

Yeah.

ez: In terms of perception, the human eye is
drawn to bright objects.

Clotilde Jiménez
Portrait of My Father, 2015
Mixed media collage on paper
32 in. x 44 in.
Installation view,
Jacob Lawrence Gallery

And I wanted to use flowers to symbolize the softness and gentleness and so there’s a flower in the
hand as well. There’s a fist and then a flower in the
other hand.
ez: So pointing to a latent softness that kind of
comes out in the portrait on the right.
cj:

Yeah.

ez: That’s great. Speaking of your history, I was
wondering if we could talk a little bit about Portrait
of My Father and the symbols included in that one?
cj: Yeah, my father asked me to create a portrait
of him riding a horse, wearing Napoleon’s hat and
holding a football. The collage just turned what my
father said on its head, so instead of a horse there
is a toy horse. I wanted to poke fun at that way of
being and speak to the fragility in it. Because that’s
what it is at the end of the day.
ez: And there are Japanese woodblock references
in there. Is that what you were looking at then?
cj: At the time, yeah, I had a big book. I wish I
still had it. And I was using some imagery. It was
kind of just what I have in my studio and what I
have around me.
ez: The art historical references run really deep in
Apple of My Eye. Forbidden Fruit takes up the subject of the reclining nude, which is a subject that’s
been peppered throughout art history from Titian
to Manet to Courbet. I was wondering if you could
talk about the genesis of the piece?
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cj: The reclining nude, like you said, you kind of
see it everywhere. There’s some big names and then
there’s some maybe not so big names. And because
of that, it’s something that I’ve always wanted to
do. I remember starting it and thinking I’m finally
doing it, I’m doing my own reclining nude. But I’m
thinking about why am I doing it and what does it
mean to me?
And I was thinking about there was a time in
my life where I had a traumatizing racist experience.
I was upset about it. I’m not anymore. And I was going through a lot. And at the end of the day, I would
lay down in my bed and I would just exhale. And
I’d think, last week I’d lay down feel fine and go to
sleep and now I feel like I have all this baggage with
me. I got some counseling and kept reading.
That’s what I was thinking about at the time
when I made the piece. A lot of these nudes that I
would see, they didn’t seem so distraught. It was
a very leisurely thing. It was a fancy chair. But I’m
thinking, I don’t feel like that at all. And I ended up
making this figure. I really don’t know what possessed me to do it, but I ended up cutting the limbs
off, because I felt at the time kind of helpless at the
time. It was just, this is how I feel. This is what I
bring with me to bed when I lay down.
ez: That’s powerful. And you’ve said that all of
the pieces are self-portraits, right?
cj: Most of them are just self-portraits. Very few
times I’m thinking of people like my grandmother
or something like that. It’s very much autobiographical. It’s just versions of myself.
Some people keep a journal. For me, I’m
drawing it, a kind of a sketchbook journal if you
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will. I don’t think I’m solving anything. I’m just
kind of asking more questions and putting it out
there. In the process of making, there’s a therapeutic way of negotiating all of this for me. It takes
me time to put things together. If you have a canvas, you mix paint and then you apply the paint
to the canvas. But for collage, there’s cutting and
there’s tracing and a lot of steps. And I’m thinking
about what I’m doing and why I’m doing it, what it
means. And the decision making shifts depending
on what all that is.
ez: I was wondering if we could talk a little bit
about your influences. You’ve mentioned some:
Japanese woodblock prints and the expressionists.
cj: Aside from the woodblock prints, I was
looking at Romare Bearden. One person’s work
I do look at because I am greatly influenced by it
is William H. Johnson. I can’t lie about that one.
There’s a ton of other artists: Jonathan Lyndon
Chase, Shikeith, Mickalene Thomas. Jacob
Lawrence would be right there with William J.
Johnson, Henry Taylor.
The thing about Jacob Lawrence and Romare
Bearden and William H. Johnson is I was looking
at them kind of in the beginning and they lit a fire
under me. They gave me recognition and inspiration to just move forward in this way. Because I
remember in undergrad just questioning, can I do
this, can I draw like this, can I do it and it be good
art? Of course I can do it. But can I do it and be
taken seriously?
I said I can draw someone in a realistic way or
something. I’ve been trained to do it and I’m pretty
good at it. But I don’t wanna do it. It doesn’t mean
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Clotilde Jiménez
Forbidden Fruit, 2018
Mixed media collage on fabric and paper
65 in. x 73 in.
Installation view,
Jacob Lawrence Gallery

anything for me. And after a while I was thinking
what I want is I want to, if someone is working
with their hands, I kind of wanna draw their hands
in a certain way. But I was unsure if that was as
people good art, bad ... And then I started noticing
that all the bad art was just artists of color. I was
like, oh, no, that’s just some racist ideology right
there, if you know what I’m talking about.
ez: Totally.
cj: But they don’t teach you that. But they do
kind of subliminally teach you or show you or you
just learn growing up that things that white people
produce are good and the standard and everyone
else is othered.
So Jacob Lawrence definitely showed me that
that’s completely wrong and incredibly important to
then tell our story in the time that we’re living. And
so that was a huge ... I wouldn’t be doing my work
right now actually.
ez: That’s a beautiful note to wrap up on, thank
you so much, Clotilde.
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